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Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space, let E be a normed space, let
CX;ECX if E is scalars) be the space of all E-valued continuous functions
on X, and let LX be the vector space of discrete measures on X. There is
a natural duality between LX and CX. In this paper the completion of the
space LX; LX; CX is investigated and considering the elements as mea-
sures, many properties are proved. Several results are also extended to CX;E:
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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS
In this paper X is a completely regular Hausdorff space, E is a normed
space over K, the field of real or complex numbers, CX;ECX
if E D K the space of all E-valued continuous functions on X, and
CbX;ECbX if E D K the space of all E-valued bounded continu-
ous functions on X. For locally convex spaces, the notations and results
of [20] will be used. For a vector space F , F will denote its algebraic
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dual. N will denote the set of natural numbers. For topological measure
theory notations and results of [13, 14, and 24] will be used. All locally
convex spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff and over K, the field of real
or complex numbers. The topologies 0; 1, , 1, g, are defined on
CbX;E in [12, 13, 22] (see also [5, 11, 12, 15, 24]); we also write 
for 1,  for , and t for 0. XX will denote the Stone–Cˇech
compactification (real-compactification) of X, X will denote the topo-
logical completion of X, and X will denote the -space associated with
X ([2, 24]; note X  X  X  X  X. For a function f 2 CX,
f− and f denote its unique continuous extension to X and X (ex-
tension to X may be infinite-valued). For an f in CX;E, f will
denote an element of CX, fx D f x. In the notations of [25],
MX D CbX;   0. A subspace M0 of MX will be called solid if
 2 M0 and  2 MX with    implies that  2 M0 ([13]). For
a  2 MX, we get a  2 MX, g D gX, g 2 CX; for a
 2 MX, supp D the smallest compact set C in X such that
C D X. For a  2 MX and K  X, K 2 MX defined
by Kf  D
R
K f
 d. McX D  2MXx supp  X:
Let LX be the vector space of discrete measures on X. There are
natural dualities between LX and CbX and between LX and CX.
In [24] the completion of the space LX; LX; CbX is studied
and the elements are called Grothendieck measures and this completion is
denoted by MgX; these measures are also studied in [14] and [17] and
many properties are established. In this paper we study the completion of
LX; LX; CX; we denote this completion by MgcX and we call
its elements completely Grothendieck measures.
Let H D H  CXx H absolutely convex and pointwise compact on
X. Then MgcX D  2 CXx H continuous, 8H 2 H:
2. MAIN RESULTS
Theorem 1. (i) For every  2 MgcX, supp  X and for every
x 2 X; x 2MgcX:
(ii) For each H 2 H , H− is countably compact in the topology of point-
wise convergence on X; in particular if S is a compact subset of X then H−S
is compact in the pointwise topology on S and is uniformly bounded.
(iii) MgcX is solid.
Proof. (i) It is immediate that Mgc M1c [13]. Because every element
of M1c has its support in X ([9, 24]), the first result follows. For the other
we have only to note that, by [7], for each H 2 H , H− is pointwise compact
on X:
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(ii) Let fn be a sequence in H and let f be a cluster point of this
in H; 9 net f  fn such that f ! f , pointwise on X. Take a point
Nx 2 X; 9 an x 2 X such that fnx D Nfn Nx, 8n and f x D f− Nx ([24]).
From this the result follows.
(iii) This follows from ([24, Theorem 7.1]). Note when K D C, the
solid property means that if  2 MgcX,  2 MX, and   , then
 2MgcX:
Let Kgc D K  XnXx K compact and MKX \ MgcX D 0,
where MKX D  2MXx supp  K:
Theorem 2. 2MgcX iff supp X and KD 0; 8K 2Kgc:
Proof. Take a  2 MgcX and K 2 Kgc . Because K  , K 2
MgcX. Thus K 2 MKX \MgcX and so K D 0. Conversely
suppose 9 2MX such that   0, 1 D 1, supp  X, K D
0 8K 2 Kgc but  =2Mgc . Let S D supp. By Grothendieck completeness
theorem [20], 9H 2 H such that x H;CX;MgcX ! K is not
continuous at 0. Thus there exists an  > 0 such that for any finite subset
A  MgcX and  > 0, HA;  D f 2 Hx f;   ; 8 2 A, and
f    6D  (note f    means f  is real and  . Let f 0 be the
extension of f 2 CX to S. H0A;  in convex, uniformly bounded (note
H0, by Theorem 1(ii), is countably compact, and therefore compact, in
the topology of pointwise convergence on S and decreases as A increases
and  decreases. This means that H0A;  is a relatively weakly compact
subset of L1S;BaS;  and
T
A;  \H0A;  6D , closure being taken
in L1S;BaS; . Take a g in this intersection. Fix A and A D ;  D
1 will do). Take a sequence fn  H0A;  such that fn! g a.e.;
9f 2 H such that f 0 D g a.e. and f   . Let K D x 2
Sx f 0x  =2. This gives K > 0. We will prove MKX \MgcX D
0. Suppose 9 2 MKX \MgcX with   0 and 1 D 1. Because,
g 2 H0; 1=n, 8n, 9 a sequence hn  H such that h0n ! g a.e.
and hn  1=n, 8n. This gives an h 2 H such that h0 D g D f 0 a.e.
and so h D 0. Now h0 D f 0 a.e. implies that h0 D f 0 on S and
so h0 D f 0 on K  supp. We get h D f   1=2, because
f 0  1=2 on K, which is a contradiction. This means K 2 Kgc and so
K D 0, a contradiction. This completes the proof.
Remark 3. By Theorem 1(i), every K 2 Kgc is disjoint from X:
Theorem 4. Let n be a sequence in MgcX, let 0 be a cluster point
of this sequence with supp  X. Then 0 2MgcX:
Proof. 0 2MX. Suppose 0 =2Mgc . Fix n 2 N and let n D
Pn
0 i.
Proceeding as in Theorem 2 we get an fn 2 H such that 0fn  ,
ifn  1=n, 1  i  n, and f 0n 2 H0nAn; 1=n, where H0n refers to the
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extensions to Sn D suppn , An D ix 1  i  n and the closure is taken
in L1Sn; BaSn; n . Now H is countably compact in X and so we can
find a subsequence of fn, which again we denote by the same notation,
such that f n ! h on [ Snx 0  n  1, for some h 2 H. Now on any Si,
H is uniformly bounded and f n ! h ans so ih D 0, 8i but 0h  .
Because 0 is a cluster point of n, this is a contradiction.
We define a topology on CX and we denote it by gc: let C be the
collection of all compact subsets of X; fix a Q in C. Take a K 2 Kgc and
put CKQ D f 2 CQx f D 0 on K \Q. The topology K;Q, on CQ,
is defined to be the one generated by the seminorms   h, h 2 CKQ,
where fh D supx2Q f x:hx (this topology may not be Hausdorff).
Some properties of this toplogy are routinely verified:
(i) K;Q is the finest locally convex topology agreeing with itself on
the normed bounded subsets of CQy
The proof of this result is similar to one given in ([23]); it can be easily
adapted to that setting.
(ii) CQ; K;Q0 D  2MQx K \Q D 0y
(iii) H  CQ, K;Q0 is equicontinuous iff it is norm-bounded and
for any  > 0 there exists an open subset V  K \Q, such that V   ,
8 2 H;
(iv) for K1, K2 in C, with K1  K2, one has K2;Q  K1;Q:
The locally convex topology Q, on CQ, is defined as Q D
^K2KgcK;Q. It is easily verified to be the finest locally convex topol-
ogy agreeing with itself with the norm bounded subsets of CQ and
CQ; Q0 D  2 MQx K \ Q D 0; 8K 2 Kgc. Also if Q1 and
Q2, in C, are such that Q1  Q2 then the mapping TQ1;Q2 x CQ2; Q2 !CQ1, Q1, f ! fQ1 , is continuous. For each Q 2 C, we also have
the mapping TQx CX ! CQ, f ! f−Q. The locally convex topology
gc , on CX, is defined to be the projective topology for these map-
pings TQ. In the notations of ([25]), this is the projective limit topology on
CX xD lim −TQ1;Q2 CQ2. When X is compact, gc is the usual sup normtopology on CX:
Theorem 5. (i) CX; gc0 DMgcXy
(ii) gc  1c and gc is locally solid 1c is discussed in [13]);
(iii) gc is the topology of uniform convergence on the MgcX;
CX-compact subsets of MCgcX:
Proof. The proofs of these results are routine and similar to the ones
given in ([14, 13, 24]) for other topologies; details are omitted.
Theorem 6. MX \McX MgcX:
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Proof. Take a  2 MX,   0, 1 D 1, and let Y be the smallest
closed set in X such that X D Y ; let supp D NY  X, closure
in X. Thus HY is uniformly bounded and has the separation property
([24]) and so HY is metrizable in pointwise topology. This proves  2
MgcX:
Theorem 7. CX; gc is barreled.
Proof. We will first prove that CX; 1c is barreled (the topology
is defined in [13]). Let γ be the topology of uniform convergence on
the compact subsets of X. By [16], CX; γ is barreled; also by ([9,
13]), CX; 1c0 D McX D CX; γ0. Because 1c is Mackey, we
get γ D 1c and so CX; 1c is barreled. Let P be a bounded sub-
set of MgcX; MgcX; CX. This means P is 1c-equicontinuous
and so P is 1c-equicontinuous ([13]); we get P is relatively compact
in M1cX; M1cX; CX. We prove that P is relatively compact
in MgcX; MgcX; CX. Because MgcX; MgcX; CX is
complete, to prove P is relatively compact in it, it is enough to prove
that every sequence in P has a cluster point in MgcX. Now for a  2
M1cX, supp  X ([9]) and so the result follows from Theorem 4.
By Theorem 5(iv), P is gc-equicontinuous. Because gc is locally solid,
this implies that P is gc-equicontinuous. This proves the result.
This theorem has some interesting consequences. Define 1X D x 2
Xx x 2MgcX:
Theorem 8. (i) 1X D Xn [ Kx K 2 Kgcy
(ii) 1X is a -space containing Xy
(iii) for any  2MgcX, supp  1X:
Proof. (i) This follows from the definition of 1X:
(ii) Let P be a bounded subset of 1X; this means xx x 2 P
is bounded in MgcX; MgcX; CX and so, by Theorem 7, it is
relatively compact. This proves the result.
(iii) Take a  2 MgcX and let supp D S  X. Put V D f 2
CXx f−S  1. V is absolutely convex and radial. Take a net f 
V , f ! f in CX; gc; we will prove that f 2 V . Assume Q D x 2
Sx f−x > 1C 6D , for some  > 0. This means Q > 0. Because
MgcX is solid in MX, we get
R
Q f− d !
R
Q f − d, which is a
contradiction. Thus V is closed and so, by Theorem 7, is a o− nbd. For any
x 2 S, x is bounded on V and so is in MgcX. This proves the S  1X:
Theorem 9. (i) gc is the topology of uniform convergence on the com-
pact subsets of 1X:
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(ii) A subset A  CX, gc is bounded if and only if f −x f 2 A
is uniformly bounded on every compact subset of 1X:
(iii) Let S be a compact subset of 1X. Then CS;   0;    is
embedded in F 0; F 0; F where F D CX, gc:
Proof. (i) Let F be the topology of uniform convergence on the com-
pact subsets of 1X. Thus CX;F 0 D  2 MXx supp  1X.
Take a  2MX with S D supp  1X. Take an H 2 H . By the def-
inition of 1X, H
−
S is pointwise compact on S. Because supp  X,
 2 MX. Also H−S has the angelic property ([24]) and so  is conti-
nous on H with the topology of pointwise convergence on X. Thus  2
MgcX. Also by Theorem 8, for a  2 MgcX, supp  1X and so
CX;F 0 D CX; gc0. Because 1X is a -space, by [16], CX;F 0
is barreled and so by Theorem 7, F D gc:
(ii) Take a compact C  1X. Let P D  2 MgcXx supp 
C. P ,    is a Banach space. Because CX; gc is locally solid,
B D f x f 2 A is bounded in CX, gc. For a  2 P and f 2 A,R f d D RC f − d; this means f  is bounded on the unit ball of P and
so B  P 0. By the boundedness of B and the principle of uniform bounded-
ness, B is uniformly bounded on the closed unit ball of P . This proves that
f −, f 2 A is uniformly bounded on C. Conversely take a  2 MgcX.
Thus C D supp  1X. Let K D supf −Cx f 2 A <1. For an
f 2 A, f   RC f − d  KC and so A is weakly bounded inCX;E, gc; thus A is bounded.
(iii) Using (ii) and the fact that every uniformly bounded subset of
CS can be extended to become a subset of CX with the same sup norm,
the result easily follows.
Let F be a locally convex space and P D P  F 0x P is equicontinuous,
absolutely convex and F 0; F 00-compact. F is said to have the Dunford–
Pettis (D–P) property if every absolutely convex and F; F 0-compact sub-
set of F is compact for the topology convergence on P ([6, 7]).
Theorem 10. CX; gc has the Dunford–Pettis property.
Proof. Let F D CX; gc, Q  F be an absolutely convex F; F 0-
compact, and let P  F 0 be equicontinuous, absolutely convex, and
F 0; F 00-compact. Because P is gc-equicontinuous, there exists a com-
pact S  1X such that supp  S, 8 2 P . By Theorem 9(iii), P is
weakly compact in CS,   0;   . Also Q−S is weakly compact in
CS;   . Because CS;    has the D–P property ([7]), the result
follows.
Let X;A;  be a finite measure, let F be a locally convex space, and
f x X ! F such that g  f 2 L1, 8g 2 F 0. f is said to be Pettis integrable
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if 8A 2 A, there exists an xA 2 F such that gxA D
R
A g  f d, 8g 2 F 0
([3] gives some characterization of Pettis integrability).
Theorem 11. Let  2 MX. Then  2 MgcX () for any locally
convex space F;F ; complete in the Mackey topology, every continuous
f x X ! F;F  is Pettis-integrable.
Proof. Suppose  2 MgcX. For any h 2 F 0, h  f 2 CX and so is
-integrable. Take a Baire set B in X and let  D B (this means A D
A\B, for any Baire set A); then  2MgcX. The mapping ’x F 0 ! K,
’h D R h  f d is linear. Take an absolutely convex F 0; F-compact
subset S of F 0 and consider the ’S . Because h  f x h 2 S 2 H , ’S is
continuous in F 0; F on S. By the Grothendieck completeness theorem
([20, Theorem 6.2, Corollary 2, p. 148]), ’ is continuous in F 0; F. Thus
f is Pettis-integrable. Conversely suppose  satisfies the condition of the
theorem. Take an H 2 H with pointwise topology. The mapping ’x X !
CH; CH;MH, ’x D "x, is continuous: to prove this take a
probability measure  on H and let h 2 H be its barycenter ([18]); this
means
R
’xd D hx (note "xx H ! K is affine and continuous) and
so the continuity is proved. Also the space CH; CH;MH is
Mackey complete. Thus ’ is Pettis integrable and so the mapping g !R
g  ’d, F 0; F 0; F ! K is continuous ([3]); this implies that  is
continuous on H:
Remark 12. A similar result ([17], Theorem 7) is proved for MgX:
Now we will consider the space CX;E. Let gc be the topology, on
CX;E, of uniform convergence on the compact subsets of 1X (be-
cause E is topologically complete, every f 2 CX;E has a unique ex-
tension to X. Take a  2 CX;E and define Nx CXC ! 0;1;
Nf  D supgx g 2 CX;E and g  f. If N is finite-valued, it is a
routine verfication that  is additive and positively homogeneous and so it
can be uniquely extended to become a bounded linear functional on CX
(bounded in the sense of [24, p. 173]), N 2 MX and g  Ng,
8g 2 CX;E. Define MgcX;E0 D  2MX;E0x  2MgcX is
defined in [13]).
Theorem 13. CX;E; gc0 D  2 CX;Ex N is finite-valued and
N 2MgcX:
Proof. Take a  2 CX;E; gc0. Suppose there is an f 2 CXC such
that Nf  D C1; there exists a sequence gn  CX;E such that gn 
f and gn  n, 8n. But 1=ngn ! 0 in gc and so 1=ngn ! 0,
a contradiction. Also there exists an S  1X and a  > 0 such that g 2
CX;E with g−S  1 implies that g  . From this it easily follows
that supp N  S.
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Conversely suppose N 2 Mgc and let supp N D S  1X and let
 NS D . From this it easily follows that g 2 CX;E with g−S  1
implies that g  . This proves the result.
Theorem 14. (i) gc is locally solid; a net f! 0 in CX;E; gc iff
f ! 0 in CX; gcy
(ii) gc  1cy
(iii) CbX ⊗ E is dense in CX;E; gcy
(iv) for a  2 MgcX;E0, L1;X;E  CX;E and CX;E;
gc0 DMgcX;E0y
(v) Let P D P  MCgcXx P is MgcX; CX-compact and
for a P 2 P , let V P D V  CX;Ex f  1, 8f 2 V . Then
V Px P 2 P is a gc0− nbd base.
Proof. (i) It follows from the definition of gc:
(ii) Let γ be the topology, on CX;E, of uniform convergence
on the compact subset of X (note, because E is topologically complete,
each f 2 CX;E has a unique continuous extension to X. By ([21])
CX;E; γ is quasi-barreled and so Mackey. Also CX;E; 1c is
Mackey and CX;E; 1c0 D CX;E; γ0 ([13, 9]). Thus 1c D γ.
Because gc  γ, the result follows.
(iii) Because this is true in 1c13 and 1c  gc , the result fol-
lows.
(iv) If  2 MgcX;E0 then  2 M1cX;E0 and so L1;X;E 
CX;E. We claim  D N. To prove this we first note that g 
g, 8g 2 CX;E; fix an f 2 CXC and take a g 2 CX;E with
g  f . Thus f   g  g which give f   Nf  and so
the claim is proved. By Theorem 11,  2 CX;E; gc0. Conversely let
 2 CX;E; gc0. This means  2 CX;E; 1c0 and so  2MX.
Also N 2 MgcX and   N. Because MgcX is a lattice, we get  2
MgcX and so  2MgcX;E0:
(v) If f! 0 in CX;E; gc then f ! 0 in CX; gc and so
f ! 0, uniformly for  2 P (note CX; gc is strongly Mackey).
Conversely suppose f ! 0, uniformly for  2 P . This means f !
0 in CX; gc and so f! 0 in CX;E; gc:
Theorem 15. CX;E; gc is quasi-barreled; if E is a Banach space
CX;E; gc is barreled.
Proof. The result follows immediately from [21].
Theorem 16. (i) A subset B  CX, gc is bounded if and only if
f − x f 2 B is uniformly bounded on every compact subset of 1X:
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(ii) Let S be a compact subset of 1X. Then CS;E;   0;    is
embedded in F 0; F 0; F where F D CX;E; gc:
Proof. (i) The mapping f ! f, CX;E, gc ! CX; gc
is continuous. From this it is easily verified that B  CX;E; gc is
bounded iff fx f 2 B is bounded; the result follows from Theorem 9.
(ii)  2 CS;E;   0 can be considered as an element of
MgcX;E0 with supp  S. If a net  ! 0 in CX;E,   0,
then, by (i),  ! 0, uniformly on the bounded subsets of CX;E, gc.
Conversely if  ! 0 uniformly on the bounded subsets of CX;E,
gc, and 1 >  > 0, 8, then there exists, 8, a g 2 CX;E
with g >  and g  1, 8. This means that g is bounded in
CX;E; gc and so ! 0 uniformly on g, a contradiction.
Let S be the closed unit ball of E0; E0; E. CX;E can be considered
as a subspace of CX  S. We start with a lemma.
Lemma 17. 1X  S D 1X  S.
Proof. Because S is compact, it is easily verified that X  S D X
S ([4, p. 52]). Thus 1X  S  X  S. Take z; t 2 1X  Sz 2
X; t 2 S. Take an H  CX, H absolutely convex and pointwise com-
pact on X. Each f 2 H gives an f0 2 CX  S, f x; s D f x. Let
H0 D f0x f 2 H. Then H0 is absolutely convex and pointwise compact
on X  S. Its extension H−0 to X  S D X  S has the property that
f−0 y; s1 D f−0 y; s2, 8y 2 X, and 8s1, s2 in S. Because H−0 is pointwise
compact on 1X  S, y 2 1X. Conversely fix a y 2 1X and t 2 S and
take an H0  CX  S, H0 absolutely convex and pointwise compact on
X  S. Each f0 2 H0 gives f 2 CX, f x D f0x; t. H D f x f0 2 H0.
H is absolutely convex and pointwise compact on X. Is is easily veri-
fied that for any z in X, f−0 z; t D f−z. Because y 2 1X, we get
y; t 2 1X  S:
The following theorem, an immediate consequence of the preceding
lemma, proves that the topology induced by CX  S; gc on CX;E
is the topology gc of CX;E:
Theorem 18. Let E be a normed space. The topology induced by CX 
S; gc on CX;E is the topology gc of CX;E.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 17.
Theorem 19. If E is a Banach space, MgcX;E0; MgcX;E0;
CX;E is sequentially complete.
Proof. Let F D CX;E; gc and let n be a sequence in F 0 such
that lim nf  D f , 8f 2 CX;E. This means B D nx n 2 N is
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bounded in F 0; F 0; F: Because F is barreled, B is equicontinuous. The
result follows now.
We denote by LX;E0 the vector space of all E0-valued, discrete mea-
sures on X. There is a natural duality between LX;E0 and CX;E. The
following theorem proves the Mackey completion of LX;E0 in this dual-
ity is the space MgcX;E0:
Theorem 20. If E is a Banach space, MgcX;E0; MgcX;E0;
CX;E is complete and is the completion of LX;E0; LX;E0;
CX;E:
Proof. Let F D CX;E; gc. We have to prove the completeness
of F 0; F 0; F. By the Grothendieck completeness theorem, we need
only to prove that any linear x CX;E ! K such that for every abso-
lutely convex, F; F 0-compact subset H  CX;E, H is continuous for
F; F 0-topology, is in F 0. Suppose 9f  0 in CX such that Nf  D 1.
We get a sequence gn  CX;E, gn  f , and gn  2n, 8n. Put
hn D 1=2ngn. Then h−n , considered as a subset of CX;E, is equicon-
tinuous, and h−n ! 0, uniformly on the compact subsets of X. From this
it easily follows that H, the closed, absolutely convex hull of hn, in F , is
equicontinuous and compact and so is F; F 0 compact. Thus hn ! 0 in
gc . By the continuity of  on H, hn ! 0 which is a contradiction. Thus
N is finite-valued, countably additive, and T D supp N  X ([24]).
Now we have to prove that N 2 Mgc . Take P to be an absolutely con-
vex and pointwise compact subset of real-valued functions in CX; this
means  Nf x f 2 P is uniformly bounded on T (Theorem 1(ii)); assume that
f−  1, on T . For any h 2 CX, E, the mapping g! ghCX; gc !
CX;E; gc is continuous. Suppose f ! f , pointwise on P and let
Q D x 2 Xx f x  2. Take a ’ 2 CX, 0  ’  1, ’T  D 1,
’Q D 0. Fix  > 0 and take a g 2 CX;E such that g  2 C ’f and
g > N’f C 2 − =2. Because the mapping g ! ghCX; gc !
CX;E; gc is continuous, 2 C ’Pg=’f C 2 is weakly compact and
convex in CX;E; gc. Because 2 C ’fg=’f C 2 ! g, g 
2C ’fg=’f C 2 C =2, 8  some 0. This means g  N2C
’f C =2, 8  0 (note g=’f C 2  1 and so N2 C ’f  
N2C’f C , 8  0. Thus Nf   lim Nf (note Nf  D
R
T f
− d N DR
T f
−’− d N D N’f  and the same is true for each f. Similarly starting
with 2 − ’f ! 2 − ’f , we will get N−f   lim N−f. This proves that
Nf ! Nf  and so N 2MgcX:
Now we will prove that F 0; F 0; F is the completion of LX;E0;
LX;E0; CX;E. By separation theorem, LX;E0 is dense in
F 0; F 0; F. If H  CX;E is absolutely convex and, with weak topol-
ogy on E, is pointwise compact then H can be considered an absolutely
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convex and pointwise compact subset of CX  S. By Lemma 14, H is
F; F 0-compact. This proves the result.
The next theorem discusses the D–P property of CX;E; gc. It is well
known that in case X is compact CX;E may fail to have D–P property
even if E is a Banach space with a D–P property.
Theorem 21. If E is a Banach space with the property that for any com-
pact Hausdorff space Y , CY;E   has D–P property, then CX;E;
gc has Dunford–Pettis property.
Proof. Let F D CX;E; gc, H  E be an absolutely convex
F; F 0-compact, and P  E0 be equicontinuous, absolutely convex, and
F 0; F 00-compact. Because P is equicontinuous, 9 a compact S  1X
such that supp  S, 8 2 P . By Theorem 14, CS;E  0 is em-
bedded in F 0; F 0; F. Now H−S is weakly compact in CS;E;   
and P can be considered weakly compact in CS;E;   0. Because
CS;E;    has a D–P property, the result follows.
Remark 22. If E is a C-algebra with D–P property then it is proved
in [19] that for any compact space T , CT;E has a D–P property.
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